As pointed out more than 60 years ago, "the key to every biological problem must finally be sought in the cell, for every living organism is, or at sometime has been, a cell" (Wilson, 1925) . Careful studies of individual cells can make major contribu? tions toward our understanding of the much more complex, multicellular organ? ism. In fact, the relatively simple behaviors of individual cells has, in aggregate, a surprising power to explain even such sophisticated multicellular properties as the memory stored in nerve networks and the morphogenesis of a developing embryo (for a good example of the latter, see Foe and Odell, this symposium). Thus, cell biol? ogy is a very powerful discipline, which has many unique contributions to make to our understanding of multicellular organisms, including ourselves.
In this symposium, we have attempted to present a series of concise reviews of some ofthe major aspects of cell function.
The reader will immediately notice that molecules play a central role in most of these discussions, whether an attempt is being made to explain cell membranes (Walter, this symposium) , the orderly events of the cell cycle (Murray, this sym? posium), the separation of chromosomes on the mitotic spindle (Mitchison, this sym? posium), or the turning on of a specialized set of genes in a differentiated mammalian cell (Yamamoto, this symposium). The insistence that every biological phenome? non be explained in terms of the behavior of the molecules involved is a theme com? mon to much of modern biology, and it reflects the belief of today's biologists that the tools are in hand to achieve such a detailed, mechanistic explanation. (Doolittle, 1985) . To a first approximation, we can get a grasp on most of the celPs proteins by detailed studies of the structure and reactivities of the protein domains?numbering perhaps several hundred?that have been used repeate to Form larger proteins.
The Cell as a Puzzle
Scientists who have devoted their lives to studying cells view the cell as a large an elegant puzzle. Each biological macromol ecule (protein, nucleic acid, or polysaccharide) that is discovered and studied in detai represents a small piece oFthe puzzle, which will only be satisFactorily understood when it has been adequately connected to all o the other "pieces" in the cell with which it interacts. Ten years ago, the total amoun oFinFormation about cells was so small that nearly all oF the interconnections between the known pieces were missing. In the last stand" cells. To biologists today, a cell is nothing more (or, much better, nothing less) than a special collection of complex molecules, enclosed by a membrane, that has the very special ability to reproduce itself from the much simpler molecules available in its surroundings. Speaking as a chemist, a cell is a self-replicating collec? tion of catalysts?most of which are pro?
teins. We know how this works in principle: the cell carries out a highly organized series of energetically-favorable coupled reac? tions in its interior, releasing heat to the environment to "pay for" the otherwise thermodynamically unfavorable increase in order that is required inside the cell (see Chapter 2 in Alberts et al, 1989) . How? ever, a complete understanding of a living cell will require that we know every reac? tion that occurs in it, so as to be able to see how each component contributes to the self-replication of the entire unit. In my opinion, a strong argument can be made for pursuing a concerted effort on the simplest known cell, since complete informa? tion for this cell should greatly illuminate the basic principles for all of its more com? plex relatives. As argued elsewhere (Morowitz, 1984) been outcompeted by their more ad successors. As discussed in a previou WOK symposium (Alberts, 1986) , cells are not optimally designed, they are forced to carry many relics o past. The complete understanding present-day cell will require an ap tion of its evolution, for only in th will we be able to understand many reaction pathways, structures, and anisms. A present-day cell cannot possible self-replicating collection o lysts: it is constrained to be one tha be derived by a stepwide process fr extremely simple ancestor?one th sumably contained only RNA catalys no proteins (Alberts, 1986; Cech, Orgel, 1986) . 
